PreK and K Reflections 1/18- 1/22, 2021

People of all colors walking hand in hand, and they can all ride the bus. A follow up activity from our lessons about Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King, Jr

Following are some pictures of our students at work this week.

A highlight of our week was our Face Time with the residents of the Island Commons. Island Commons staff did a great job of bringing the smiling faces of the residents into our classroom.

Featured here is us doing The Beanie Bag Dance together. We supplied the music. We had bean bags and the residents had pompoms.

This work is a sensory sense of touch work. There are 12 balloons total. Six (one of each pair) start out in the bag. Students choose one and then reach into the bag to find its match.

We explored a grid of numbers, 0-110 and found groups of numbers with seven tens, one unit etc. Some students have been sequencing tiles to construct a 100 board. It is a multi-day work.

We continue to play abracadabra to reinforce the names and attributes of some geometric solids.

Forest Friday involved choosing a tree and using some math to discover its approximate age. Students also printed a prepared wood round which resulted in some audible wows!

Thank you for sharing your children!
Miss Nancy